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Bear Aims To Recapture
I

’m seated in the walnut-paneled
office archery icon Fred Bear
occupied from 1978, the year the
current Bear Archery plant was erected, until his peaceful death in May
1988. Its generous picture windows
look out onto the tidy grounds little
changed since those hallowed times. I
fail to sense his presence or anything
quite so obviously banal, but I do
have to pause occasionally to consider the implications of the place and
what an honor it is to be here. No single man has had such a lasting influence on modern archery. From this
office the gangly sportsman continued to tirelessly promote everything
archery while presiding over his fiefdom. With assistance from some of
the brightest minds in archery he
helped push archery into the 20th
century. Sitting across the heavy conference table are Grant “Neil” Byce,
III, second-generation employee who
begin work at Bear Archery while still
in high school and is now company
operations manager, and Jason
Pickerill, recently promoted to the
position of marketing manager. Both

Grant “Neil” Byce, III, Bear Archery’s operations manager, is a hands-on administrator
who has worked at every level of archery manufacturing during his 30-plus years of
tenure at the company. Here he discusses a production matter with traditional bowyer
Craig White (right).

men are animated in a somewhat
breathless manner, energized by the
new direction Bear Archery’s latest
owner, Escalade Sports, is taking the

company. They are thrilled that Bear
Archery is quickly reclaiming once
familiar territory, proud of the
reemergence of Bear Archery as a traditional archery powerhouse.
The company Fred Bear founded
operated uninterrupted from 1933
through 1968 headed by Papa Bear
himself, then went through a succession of various owners. By the mid
‘70s the original Bear Archery plant in
Grayling, Michigan, (bounded by railroad tracks, Highway M72W, the
AuSable River, Mr. Bear’s home and a
While visiting the Fred Bear Archery
plant in Gainesville, Florida, author
Patrick Meitin was able to put one of the
company’s new recurves – the 2011 Fred
Bear Takedown – to the test, hunting with,
left to right, Dan Massimillo, production
supervisor, Neil Byce, III, operations manager, and Jason Pickerill, marketing manager, far right.
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By Patrick Meitin

Its Traditional Glory Days
swamp pond) had run out of growing
room required to usher in the age of
the compound. Labor strikes and the
company’s recent sale to Victor
Comptometer Corporation, with Mr.
Bear retaining president’s and chairman’s seats, sent the company in
search of a new home. One obviously
questions why Mr. Bear would sell the
company he’d toiled so tirelessly to
cultivate, but recall that at the time of
the sale (1968) Mr. Bear was 66 years
old and looking to wind down. Also,
according to Byce, the sale allowed
Mr. Bear additional money and time
to continue his enduring mission;

growing the sport of archery.
Kentucky and Tennessee were
discussed as possibilities for the
Grayling exodus, but Mr. Bear chose
Florida, ultimately Gainesville. “Mr.
Bear loved to fish, loved to hunt, and
Florida’s a good place to do those
things,” says Byce, who remembers
the move occurred while he was a
recent high school graduate. “Mr.
Bear was up there in age and thinking
about his health, as he was already
beginning to suffer from emphysema.
It may also have been fortuitous that
this particular site happened to be
located off Archer Road, the nick-

Bear Archery traditional bowyer Keith Benson puts the finishing
touches on a nearly-complete Grizzly recurve. From here the bow
will pass to the final sanding table for final smoothing before
going to the finish room to receive a durable polyurethane finish.
Priced at $329, the Grizzly (at left) is a good starting point for a
customer interested in traditional archery.

name used for the highway leading
from Gainesville to the town of Archer
west of here.”
In 1977 Bear Archery sold to
Walter Kidde, with Hanson Industries
taking over in the early 1980s. The
company then became a branch of
US Industries from 1994 to 1995, and
was owned by Fenway Partners from
1995 to 1996. Charlie Palmer, (owner
of Golden Eagle Archery) bought Bear
Archery in 1999 and made it part of
the ill-fated North American Archery
Group, which at one time funneled
Golden Eagle, Jennings, Satellite and
Bear Archery beneath a single roof. In
2003 the works became the property
of Escalade Sports, which by 2006 had
added the Trophy Ridge/Rocket
Aeroheads (now Rocket Broadheads)
and Piston Point (Meat Seeker)
names. Escalade ended up dropping
Satellite, Golden Eagle and Jennings
lines in favor of the star-power Bear
brand name.
As is common in any small community — and the archery world
qualifies as such — rumors begin to
spill forth. “Escalade doesn’t care
about archery; they’re in the pingpong table business.” I heard often
after the takeover. One archery insider related, with some authority I
might add, that corporate had given
Bear Archery three years to make the
division fly, or the plug would be
pulled. None of this was true, though
Escalade does own a division that, in
fact, sells ping-pong tables. In truth
Escalade has origins in one of the oldest archery companies in the United
States. Indian Archery and Toy
Company was launched in 1927,
eventually morphing into Indian
Industries. You may remember it as
Indian Xi, a bow company which
once supported staff shooters such as
Miles Keller. The Xi name was
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changed during the late ‘90s as the
company went into acquisition
mode.
Escalade maintains a strong
commitment to the archery industry,
lead by long-time archery veterans.
Bear Archery Vice President Jack
Bowman was a former sales and marketing man from PSE Archery, who
worked for Indian Xi, left the company and returned following the Bear
Archery purchase. Mark Wenberg,
director of product development is
also a PSE alumnus. Former Indian Xi
employees such as Ross Rinehart
(former Bear Archery marketing
manager turned international sales
manager) and Jeff Pease (national
sales manager) have now joined the
Fred Bear Archery team. All of these
men are dedicated and avid
bowhunters who view their positions
as more than mere jobs, a passion
that eventually rubbed off on
Escalade Sports CEO Bob Keller, who
has become an avid bowhunter since
the purchase of Bear Archery.
Grant “Neil” Byce, III, Neil to
those who know him, with 30-plus
years of uninterrupted service to the
company, began working at Bear
Archery wet-sanding bow limbs for
Tamerlane recurves and Polar compound bows. He returned to
Michigan to attend college, returning
also to Bear Archery. Then he moved
to Gainesville where he started operating the company’s 42 curing presses, half of those dedicated to traditional bows and designed by Fred
Bear himself. The remainder were
devoted to compounds, and Byce
trained employees how to use both.
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By that summer business was booming and Byce was promoted to night
shift manager.
It was in 1980 Byce was moved to
R&D and assigned the duty of designing the Fred Bear Signature Bow, a
limited-edition takedown recurve
(only about 300 were made), reporting directly to Mr. Bear. These highly
coveted beauties (one example
recently sold on eBay for nearly
$9,000) included 22-carat-gold plated
hardware (take-down latches and
limb pockets), a medallion made of
authentic African ivory, rosewood
and ebony wood handles and browndied yew wood limbs beneath clear
glass. The bows included custom
hardwood cases lined with velvet and
sold for $1,000 at the time of release.
“Most of the equipment for
(building) the Takedown had been
tossed out during the move (from
Grayling),” Byce recalls. “So we had to
design new presses and fixtures. I had
never worked on the Takedown
before that time, so consulted very
closely with my dad (Grant Byce, Jr.).”

This also ushered in the reemergence
of the Fred Bear Takedown, the greenstripe model found in early-‘80s catalogs. “I set to creating several different
sample models during that time,”
Byce says, “Combining different colors and woods, everything filtered
through Mr. Bear. He made the decisions on which models to produce.
“I remember I’d produced a number of riser samples (with various
woods and accent-stripe colors) and
left them on Mr. Bear’s desk before
going to lunch. One of those had a
blue stripe in the handle. When I got
back from lunch, right on the handle
in indelible ink was written ‘No Blue,
FBB’ (Fred Bernard Bear),” Byce
remembers with a laugh.
Bear Archery was riding the wave
in the early ‘80s, Byce remembering
having up to 40 employees per shift
working during peak season (during
the summer shipping rush). The team
was capable of producing 1,600-plus
bows during an average 10-hour shift
(traditional and compound combined). Of these perhaps 1,000 were

The Fred Bear Archery Company plant is
located at the corner of Archer Road and
Fred Bear Drive in Gainesville, Florida, a location it has occupied since 1978 following the
move from Grayling, Michigan. The property
includes a field range and bass pond where
Fred Bear often retreated to fish and think.
The plant includes an attached Pro Shop
open to the public. The pro shop offers the
entire line of Fred Bear Archery equipment
wares and a full-service technician to set up
and tune customers’ new purchases. Visitors
are greeted by a 12-foot-tall brown bear
standing guard over the grounds. It is a
model of the world record Alaska brown bear
Fred Bear took in the late 1960s.
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PHOTO LEFT: Grant “Neil” Byce, Jr., father of current
operation manager Grant “Neil” Byce, III, worked closely with Fred Bear in research and development, helping
to bring about many of the traditional bow designs still
part of the modern Bear Archery traditional line.
PHOTO ABOVE: Fred Bear tirelessly promoted archery
until he reached his 80s, not only field testing new products – like during this New Mexico mule deer hunt – but
filming hunts for others to enjoy and conducting public
appearances.

Whitetail Hunters – possibly the bestselling compound ever produced.
Byce worked closely with his father
during this time, who still managed
the traditional section. Byce also
assisted on new projects such as the
Formula
Silver
and
Gold,
FITA/Olympic-style recurves built
around a Polar compound riser. But
public demand was moving irrevocably in the direction of the compound
bow.
By 1988, the year of Mr. Bear’s

death, you could only find four traditional bows in the Bear Archery catalog, though Mr. Bear’s passing in relation to the loss of a foothold in the
traditional world is only coincidental.
This was to prove the low point of traditional archery not only at Bear
Archery, but likely the archery community as a whole. That would slowly
turn around during the early 1990s.
As a benchmark, the year 1993 for
Bear included the sale of nearly
140,000 adult bows (traditional and

compound bows combined) and
around 80,000 Panda and Sun Bear
youth compounds and Little Bear
youth recurves. Byce had become
Production Manager by that time,
“Overall plant manager basically,”
Byce says in summary. “We had all the
(compound) tournament winners
during that time, many of the best
shooters in the industry; people like
Larry Wise, Jeff Hopkins, Jim Brown,
Allen Connors, the Caudle and
Moorhead families, for instance.”

PHOTO LEFT: Neil Byce, III demonstrates the use of a riser-blank template used to guide
traditional bow makers when cutting from rough stock. That’s African bubinga wood,
used in the redesigned Kodiak Mag 50th Anniversary model and Grayling Green Super
Kodiak, chosen for its beauty and strength.
PHOTO ABOVE: The Bear Archery operations manager shows a stack of raw material
used in many of the company’s traditional bows. Dymond Wood is a multi-layered,
epoxy-impregnated maple laminate that adds a high degree of strength and adds mass
to any traditional bow’s riser.
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Weston Stout, a former woodworker who
started at Bear Archery when the downturn in the economy slowed private business, adds frontal fiberglass layers to the
handle of a Kodiak Mag recurve, improving strength and aesthetics.

By 1997, under the direction of a
pro-traditional marketing manager,
the Bear Archery traditional line
exploded to 10 models, including,
Byce remembers, a one-piece riser
Takedown and return of the Grizzly
recurve, a new Kodiak Cub and the
Bruin Longbow, just as
examples. By the end of
the decade a series of
Commemorative Bows
were launched, celebrating Fred Bear’s
100th birthday, followed shortly by the
reintroduction of the
Super Kodiak (’99),
Super Mag 48 (’02), A
Riser Takedown and #3
Limbs (the former creating a 56-inch bow

with #1 Limbs, the latter creating a
64-inch bow with B Riser or 60-inch
with A Riser).
Despite these developments Bear
Archery was in trouble. Under Charlie
Palmer and the North American
Archery Group banner the company
had slipped into bankruptcy. The
Fred Bear Museum was put up for
sale and was purchased by Bass Pro
Shops. The Bear name was losing its
once-great marketing appeal. “We
basically lacked direction, and especially, we weren’t keeping up with the
new technology,” admits Byce. “We
just lost our edge in the technology
race. Looking back to even the days
after Mr. Bear sold the company to
Victor, there was always a push to
develop new technologies. Mr. Bear
was a traditional archer at heart but
never spoke badly of compounds.
Later, when the company was bought
by Hanson, the prevailing philosophy
was still to continually develop new
technology, push things forward.
When Hanson sold that commitment
began to falter. The downward slide
really started in the mid ‘90s, taking
old technologies and attempting to
shield them with the Fred Bear
name.”
Enter Escalade Sports. “There
were a lot of problems (following

Bear Archery traditional bowyer Scott
Bruckner shows two rough riser sections
of the Bear Super Kodiak, one after lamination and template shaping, the other
after being run through a replicating
machine (above) so that it is beginning to
assume its final form.
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Escalade’s purchase of the company),” admits Pickerill. “The first
thing we had to do was fix the leaks
in the roof of a 154,000 square-foot
building, replace the air conditioning units that had been sitting on the
building since it was built, invest in
new CNC machines to replace old,
tired units. All our CNC machines are
now completely new or rebuilt. We
had millions invested before we were
even able to begin work on rebuilding the compound line. This also
involved assembling a team of
bowhunters from top to bottom,
especially in areas such as customer
service. Our climb out of the wreckage started with the Truth line, and
now we’re making compounds as
good as anything out there. We’re
gaining ground in a hurry, regaining
lost dealer and customer confidence,
instilling new trust. Now it’s the tradi-
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tional line’s turn.”
Pickerill continues: “Bear Archery
has been through a lot of company
changes; seven over the course of 30
years. We kept the Fred Bear traditional line alive during the downturn,
but had we paid better attention we
could have owned the traditional
market. We walked away from that
and got a black eye as a result.
“The ‘Traditional Project’ started
one and a half years ago,” says
Pickerill, who through the hands-on
experience has grown into a passionate traditional archer. “Neil (Byce)
assembled some samples – including
the new Grayling Green (glass) models – while we compiled lists of dealers and sought out their advice. We
asked for input on every level and listened to what people had to say. It got
to the point I called some dealers so
often they began to recognize my

voice without introductions. I’d tell
them ‘You tell me what you want. I’m
here to listen and take notes.’”
Pickerill continued, “We also
went to some of the bigger traditional-only gatherings, like Cloverdale in
Indiana and Denton Hill in
Pennsylvania, approaching those
venues with an open mind, a willingness to listen to what people had to
say. Word quickly spread Bear was at
these shoots, people coming over to
handle the new bows, getting on their
cell phones to tell friends about them,
or leaving and dragging people back
with them to see the new models.
There was a lot of excitement. These
people are so passionate about traditional archery and the Bear name.
Ninety percent of them were very
excited that ‘Bear was back!’”
“But we also took a lot of abuse at
first,” the marketing manager admit-

PHOTOS ABOVE : Earl Hill uses his 23
years of experience at Bear Archery to
conduct the painstaking task of laying up
and adhering limb laminations to the
handles of recurve bows, working on several bows at one time, before placing each
in a heat-strip-lined press for curing.
PHOTO LEFT: Paul Mercado is seen here
creating precise limb laminations of raw
maple, a job that comes with a lot of
responsibility, as each day’s production
needs dictate various lamination thicknesses and tapers to meet various drawweight requirements.
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ted. “A lot of folks felt betrayed. Fred
Bear is like a god to some of these
people, and not doing anything with
the Bear name was a betrayal to
them. ‘Where have you been?’ was a
question I heard a lot. ‘Show us that
you care’ was also a common theme.
Part of the battle has been to win back
the hearts of the traditional community. We understand that we have a
duty to the traditional market and the
Fred Bear name and that’s what we’ve
set out to do, bring the Fred Bear
name back to where it once was.”
“A very small percentage of the
people I’ve talked to said they would
never buy another Bear bow, but
most are very excited to have us back.
Several authorities in the traditional
arena have told me Bear (Archery)
has the potential to grow the market,
so believe me, we feel the pressure to
use our position as a driving force in
archery,” says Pickerill.
“We are determined, and a company that has something to prove can
be dangerous. We produced our first
traditional-only catalog (including
not only 11 traditional bows, but six
pages of traditional accessories and
Bear Gear wear), invested in more traditional-focused advertising. Neil’s
father returned to the company for a
short time to help us rework the masters on these classic bows. We
brought back some of the old classics
and reworked others to more closely
mimic the original designs and lines.
Each step has been enlightening.
“And traditional sales have been
taking off,” concludes Pickerill, fairly
vibrating with excitement. “Just since
2010 we’ve seen a 70 percent increase
in traditional-bow sales. Traditional
archery is growing, it’s addicting.
During ATA (Indianapolis, Indiana,
January 2011) we had more people
coming into the booth to see the traditional bows than our compound
line.”
Byce adds enthusiastically, “I’ve
recently hired seven new employees
in the traditional department, and
I’m in the process of hiring three to
four more in the coming weeks, just
in an attempt to keep up with
demand.” In the shop later that day,
getting a first-hand look at Bear’s
skilled traditional bowyers at work,
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A rack of roughed-out, laid-up bows wait final hand shaping. Included here are, top to bottom, Bear Super Mag 48
recurves, reintroduced Super Grizzly recurves, Kodiak
Magnum recurves, Grizzly recurves and new-for-2011
AuSable longbows. At this stage the bows still need a lot
of work to bring out the beauty and functionality inherent in them. That’s a section of a finished Super Kodiak
at left. The AuSable is shown full length below right.

Rod Chappell, 25-year Bear Archery
employee, says to me, “This is as busy
as I can remember being in here in a
very long time.”
Byce continues. “The Kalamazoo,
Michigan, Traditional Bow Expo held
in late January 2011 was an absolute
home run. We had a 10-foot booth
space – we could have used 40. At
times you couldn’t move in the isle
around the booth. I felt sorry for the
exhibitors around us. I was so
swamped some people had to wait an
hour to talk to me.”
“One of the greatest aspects of
this project,” says Byce, “is we didn’t
decide what people needed, but listened and let the customer tell us
what they wanted. There were a lot of
rumors circulating, that our bows
were made overseas, that the ‘old
Bear’ was gone. But, of course, none
of this is true. Many of our traditionalbow makers have been working for us
for decades – Bobby Williams 28

years, Rod Chappell 25, Earl
Hill and Mike Lattimer
(Mike’s father, Dick, once
headed marketing) 23
years, for instance. And
they’re still using many
of the original presses
that came with us from
Grayling.”
“We’re not a custom
bow maker, but we make
the best traditional bow
possible at an affordable
price, in designs and
styles people want,” Byce
said. “One of the things
dealers kept pointing out
is ‘You’re not a custom bow
company.’ We had to work
on our products, sometimes
prices, to assure these bows
would be well received.
Someone can spend $328 on a
Grizzly and once they shoot it
they’ll normally think ‘Wow, this is
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really something!’ This is something
that will grow the (traditional) industry. We’re not trying to take business
from anyone; we’re trying to grow the
industry.”
The Bear traditional line now
includes eight recurves (seven completely redesigned but based on old
classics, one reintroduced) and three
longbows (one of these completely
new). Nearly all these bows received
some refining touches, many had
complete makeovers including new
woods and/or colors and feel. All but
the budget-priced Grizzly (which
uses a Dacron string) are compatible
with modern Dynaflight 97 string
material. All bows now come with
Flemish-twist strings, in addition to a
Bear Hair Rest, crowned and radiused
arrow shelves and leather strike
plates for classic looks and modern
performance.
For instance, the classic onepiece Kodiak Mag ($499), is just like
the 1961 original, constituting the
2011 50th Anniversary Model with

bubinga-wood handle (an African
hardwood known for strength and
beauty), “Grayling Green” glass over
dual-lam maple limbs and classic
ribbed
leather
side
plate.
Interestingly, the green glass project
required five months to bear fruit.
Gordon Composites, the leader in
fiberglass bow materials, did not have
the right color fiberglass laminations
in stock, so Byce reacted by providing
an original ’61 Super Mag from his
personal collection to serve as a color

plate, adjusting dyes until the color
was just right. At a compact 52 inches,
the Kodiak Mag makes an ideal bow
for customers with shorter draw
lengths (28 and less) especially those
who like to stalk thick cover or sit in
ground blinds. They’re offered in six
right-hand models from 35 to 60
pounds (in 5 pound increments), and
five left-hand models from 35 to 55
pounds (left-hand orders constitute
nearly 10 percent of sales, according
to Byce).
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The new one-piece Super Kodiak,
first introduced in 1965 and one of
Fred Bear’s all-time favorites, comes
in two models for 2011. The Grayling
Green Super Kodiak ($599) is a retro
reproduction of the ’65 original,
including Grayling Green glass, threepiece bubinga handle with accent
wedges and stripe, and feathered
riser edges of layered fiberglass
increasing handle strength and aesthetic appeal. The straight-line-look
Super Kodiak ($499), bearing the style
introduced in the mid ‘80s with the
Brown Bear compound, is now made
of two-tone, grey/brown Dymond
Wood construction. This provides
more mass for added stability and
forgiveness, though to my eye isn’t as
handsome as the classic Grayling
Green Super Kodiak, especially since
it lacks frontal, layered/feathered
fiberglass overlays. Both bows are 60
inches long, include dual-lam maple
limb cores and are available in eight
right-hand models from 30 to 65
pounds, and three left-hand models
from 45 to 55 pounds.
Perhaps the biggest news is the
complete makeover of the ’69 model
era Fred Bear three-piece Takedown.
The riser has been redesigned and
reshaped to more closely mimic the
original 1969 feel, now incorporating
black Dymond Wood (with red accent
stripe) to introduce a more solid and
stable feel but holding all original
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hardware and working compass.
More appealing yet, the 2011 model
comes with a $200 lower price tag
than models offered only a few years
ago ($799). The lower MSRP certainly
doesn’t come at the price of stability
or accuracy, in fact I used a 60-inch
model (B Riser, #1 Limbs) Takedown
hot off the Bear presses to take a 150
pound wild boar during my plant
tour visit to Florida.
Full disclosure: I like the feel and
shooting characteristics of the new
Takedown design much better than
the older models. I’ve used ‘70s era
metal handle, ’85 “green-stripe” and
right- and left-hand early-2000 models to take trophies across North
America, including a mountain goat
during a once-in-a-lifetime foray to
Alaska’s rugged Prince William Sound
region. The dual-lam Fascor (impreg-

nated maple) limb cores have also
been refined for added smoothness
and speed, holding new red tip overlays matching the handle accent strip
and slimmer tapers. A and B Risers
and #1 and #3 Limbs allow customers
to create a 56, 60 or 64 inch bow to
match any desired shooting characteristic.
The one-piece Grizzly, based on
the 1950 original updated in ’64, is a
58 inch, price point bow ($329) offering a great starting point for the aspiring traditional archer. Byce assures
me they remain top sellers, despite
the old-fashioned Dacron strings
(which served archers well for
decades). These are solid, smoothshooting bows, and they now include
indestructible, solid Dymond Wood
risers which provides a more solid
feel and great looks, and single-lam

PHOTO ABOVE: Keith Benson uses a rat
tail file to carefully create the string
grooves in a Grizzly recurve. Cutting the
grooves slightly off one way or the other
will result in a bow that does not track the
string well and fails to shoot straight.
PHOTO LEFT: Mark Magan uses a horizontal belt sander to shape the tips of a
Bear Montana longbow, a sweet-shooting,
affordable longbow and one of the final
models designed by operation manager
Neil Byce, III’s father, Neil Byce, Jr.

Neil Byce, III shows the results of his
labors while working directly with Fred
Bear in 1980 and 1981. The Fred Bear
Presentation Takedown included exotic
hardwoods, ivory medallion and 22 K gold
plated hardware. Only about 300 were
made.
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limb core that might give up a touch
of speed to the dual-laminated limbs
of Bear’s higher-priced recurves. A
‘60s model Grizzly served as my primary bowfishing rig for decades
when I was younger, so I can’t help
but think the modern version would
be nothing but superior in regards to
durability. Right-hand draw weights
include seven options from 30 to 60
pounds, and three lefty models from
45 to 55 pounds.
Last seen from 1973 through
1976, the one piece Super Grizzly is
back for 2011. This $429 bow is fully
“fast-flight” (Dynaflight 97) compatible, and includes a handsome twopiece black Dymond Wood handle
with red accent stripe and red tip
overlays with twin-lam and Fascor
limb cores for added performance
and smoothness. It’s 58 inches long
like the standard Grizzly. At this time
Byce says they plan to leave the SG in
the line a couple years before letting it
go, as Bear Archery did in the past,
making it somewhat of a limited edition model. Look for it in seven righthand models from 35 to 65 pounds,
and five left-hand models from 35 to
55 pounds.
The ultra-compact Super Mag 48
($340), first seen in 1966, is one of the
shortest recurves on the market today
(48 inches), perfect for bowfishing
while wading up to your elbows in
water, or for shooting from inside a
pop-up blind while bowhunting
turkeys. Byce admits they “Don’t sell a
ton of them, but we still sell quite a
few,” and that he wouldn’t recommend a draw length of more than 28
inches if a customer expects to shoot
this bow well. It includes a black
Dymond
Wood
handle
and
Dynaflight 97 Flemish twist string. It’s
offered in four draw weights from 45
to 60 right-handed, in 45 and 50
pounds left-handed.
The 55-inch Cheyenne ($470) is a
2002 model designed by Neil Byce, Jr.,
a design with reflex/deflex, dual-lam
maple limbs powered by a Dynaflight
97 string and a two-piece handle of
black Dymond Wood with 1959-style
half-moon handle insert of brown
Dymond Wood creating a high pistol
grip. Neil Byce, Jr., retired in 1998, was
contracted out of retirement in 2002

by his son to work on the Takedown A
Riser and #3 Limbs, Cheyenne and
Byron Ferguson longbow. Byce says
the bow falls between the shortest
and longest recurve models and is a
great intermediate choice for the
average turkey and deer hunter. “A lot
of people are surprised when they
shoot that bow,” says Byce, “how
smooth and fast it is.” It’s offered in
draw weights from 45 to 60 pounds
right-handed, 45 to 55 left-handed.
The Patriot Longbow ($549) was
designed by Byron Ferguson, world-

renowned trick shot and all-round
bowhunting great. Ferguson actually
built the first prototype, sending it to
the Bear Archery plant for Neil Byce,
Jr. to build forms around. This is a
high-performance longbow built of a
reflex-deflex geometry to 64 inches
length, with a unique grip Ferguson
prefers while performing his feats of
archery accuracy. It’s an efficient bow
made more stable by a two-tone
black/brown Dymond Wood handle
(with partial leather grip overlay) and
multi-layered hard rock maple and
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fiberglass faced limbs. It operates
with a Dynaflight 97 Flemish string
and is offered in draw weights from
45 to 55 pounds, right-hand only.
The Montana ($329) is Bear’s best
selling longbow, a 64 inch design conceived and mastered by Neil Byce, Jr.
in 1998. It includes slight reflex-deflex
geometry for added speed and is
Fast-Flight compatible. It now
includes a solid black Dymond Wood
handle (with leather grip) and slight
grip indent for repeatable hand
placement. “The Montana’s an inexpensive, all-round good shooting
bow. For the money you can’t beat it,”
says Byce.
Completely new for 2011, the fast
and handsome AuSable Longbow
($549) was designed by Neil Byce, III
and named after the Grayling,
Michigan, river that was once home
to Bear Archery and was someplace
Mr. Bear often canoed and fished.
The bow derives its incredible performance from an aggressively reflexeddeflexed limb design including bamboo overlaid by maple and black
fiberglass limbs. The two piece handle is made of exotic bubinga wood
with bubinga accent stripe, and
includes a full cut-out sight window
and semi-pistol grip closely mimick-
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Ricky Brown, left, and Oliver Hull studiously sand a pair of Bear Montana longbows in
preparation for the first of several coats of durable finish. This is a tedious, labor-intensive step in the traditional bow process that requires the human touch.

ing the 1950s Kodiak Special. “People
are always impressed with its speed
when they shoot it,” says Byce, “but it
also has a great feel and very low hand
shock on release.” It’s offered in six
draw weights between 35 and 60
pounds right handed, five weights
between 35 and 55 left-handed.
Finally, the Kodiak Cub ($199) is
basically the same youth model represented by the 1965 Little Bear, a 48
inch traditional youth bow now
including tough, one-piece Dymond
Wood handle and hard-rock maple
and black fiberglass limbs. It’s a kid’s

The current Bear traditional team consists of 17 skilled craftsmen (one absent
when photo was taken),with three to four employees to be added soon. They
include, left to right standing; Steven Ridge, Craig White, Scott Bruckner, Weston
Stout, Bobby Williams, Ricky Brown, Ken Wendland, Oliver Hull, Keith Benson,
Troy Bryan, Ralph Robinson, Mark Magan, Earl Hill, Mike Lattimer, Paul Mercado,
Rod Chappell, Jim Barbera (traditional sections manager), and kneeling, Grant
“Neil” Byce, III. Byce is also at far right in the photo at right, laying up laminations while working in the Bear Archery plant during the 1970s.
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bow owning the same attention to
detail as adult models, what Byce
terms “a bit pricey for a kid bow” but
something any serious youngster
would certainly relish.
“We’re a manufactured bow company,” Byce will tell you, but what I
observe while touring the plant is far
from cookie-cutter, stamped-out production in the sense of a compound
model. Bear traditional bows undergo an amazing amount of handwork,
certainly as much as brands such as
Black Widow, considered by many as
outright custom products. Sure, a certain degree of automated
machinery is used to save time
– rough-shaping handles mostly — which keeps costs lower
(time is money), but from start
to finish Bear traditional bows
are handled by many craftsmen
applying plenty of hand labor.
Byce goes on to say, “To
accomplish our goals Bear
Archery really needed to go
back to the look, design,
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shootability and quality produced in
the ‘60s and ‘70s. Grip shapes, tips,
tapers in laminations, finish quality
in all parts of these new bows were
part of meeting customer expectations. There’s a lot of pride that goes
into these bows. They’re all made one
at a time by several different hands.
Some have complained our prices are
too high for a production bow. I have
to tell these people that they’re all
hand crafted from high quality materials. The price of the materials doesn’t change just because it’s not custom made. The trick is to maintain
quality while keeping prices as low as
possible – though there are those who
believe if price isn’t high you don’t
have
the
best
product…
Nonetheless, the private bow maker
may make a bow just for you, allow
you to choose the materials and all
that, but the process is still pretty
much the same with our bows.”
By all accounts Mr. Bear was a
reserved but hands-on presence at
the company he helped guide so
many years. He was a straight-forward, no-nonsense man who wanted
things done correctly, though he was
incapable of holding a grudge,
according to Byce. “There were a lot
of times early on, while working on
the Signature project, when I felt I
was being scolded by Mr. Bear. But
when I’d see him in the hallways later
he’d ask how things were going, and I
knew he wasn’t holding anything
against me. Mr. Bear regularly came
out on the floor, dragging his oxygen
bottle later in life, chatting with the
guys, asking how things were going.
He was a constant presence. It was
important to him to have relations
with the workers, even though he
didn’t own the company at the time.”
“Mr. Bear was very strong on
marketing and was very adamant on
how things should be done. He
believed in the power of advertising,
maintaining a presence in the public
eye. He placed ads all over the place,
believing once you got a business
started you couldn’t advertise
enough. He managed to get archery
on TV, and sent his hunting films to
schools, hunting clubs and special
events. Most of his world record stuff
ended up on TV; as well as his Cape

buffalo and elephant,” Byce related.
Returning to the here and now
Byce sums up his feelings, “Overall, I
believe we’re on the right path to
meeting customer’s expectations.
Being careful to avoid arrogance, I
must say we’re delivering exactly
what Fred Bear wanted – providing a
quality product to the masses.”
Bear Archery’s traditional wares
are back, by all outward appearances
set to place the company at the top of
the recurve and longbow heap they

occupied for so many years in the
past. These are as fine as any Bear
bows to date – perhaps more so given
the advantage of modern materials
and adhesives – as fine as anything
out there, truth be known. The company has the iconic name to ride on,
sure, but also seasoned employees
such as Byce and Pickerill dedicated
not only to the Fred Bear label, but
the traditional way of life.
I would like to think Mr. Bear
would be well pleased.
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